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Dispu e

The

d

n Education

As things are-, there is disagreement about the subjects. For

. mankind are by no means agreed about the things to be tiught,

whether we lookto virtue or the best life. Neither is it

whether education is more concerned with intellectual

or moral virtue. The wasting practice isperplexing; no,
one knows on what principle weshould proceed--should the./

useful in life, or should,virtue, or should the higher
knowledge, be the aim of our 't.raining; all three op(ini,6ns

have been entertained, ,Again, abdut the'means there is no

agreement; for different persons, startingwith different
ideas about the nature of virtue, naturally disagree about

the practice of it.

V

Aristotle

, I,

PROB,I,EMS OF CURRICULUM

:/'

it would appear, is Characteristic,o

are probably f areas of human activi

ervasive, is indu ed in by such a broad

perpetua'ted, de ite lack of apparent p

Certainly,

width the ad

Purricul

today.

or a

ome disputes are trivial

antage of hindsight.

practitioners at-one tf e no longer hold their attention

e curriculum enterprise.

in whieh dispute is so

nge of persons, and is

)4ress, from age to age.

turn out to be so when viewed

f'
disputes that have preoccupied

Still others appear to eve achieved resolution by one means,

/ o

other. But even after 1 these are eliminated, the bread-and-
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butter issues ofthe curriculum remain issues of controversy.

Thid paper is focussed on these fundamental disputes of the _

field, in the hope that, byre-viewing in a new light the ways in

which they have been addressed, both the nature of one of the central

7

problems of curriculum and its relationship to larger issues, that

have engaged mankind throughout the aces will become clearer. An

appropriate starting point is therefore a closer examination of the

three characteristics\of curriculum dispute a lready_identifiedl Ets

pervasiveness, .its broad range ofcparticiPants,'and its endurance.

The issues that concerned Azistotle are still prime topics of
sS

.tirriculum debate today. What 'should be the aims of education? Which

subjects should children be taught? What methods of teaching are the.

- f
A -

best? And, on a level'once removed from.these but essential to all

of them: "On ,what principle should we proceed?" Of- course; the

answer to this latter-question has the potential to short-circuit

a

Vr

much, of the debate. over the former 'ones. If, for example, it were

established that the'needs of society were to' constitute the pre-

eminent principle.by which educational objectives should be selected,4.

then empirical assessments of those needs could furnish answers to

several of the practical questions concerning what to teach. Conversely,

----conflict over ,the practical questions of what and howto,tea can

frequently be rooted in,disagreementoover the principles involved.
. L .

,--1,-.
The pprvasiVenessof dispute in curriculum is tfius partly a result'

.
i ,,s4.1, )

' 1 Of 'the way in which:the qu4S4ons are interlocked in a complex network,
. , .-4

or pattern. Recognizing the existence of such a network on pattern

does not, of itself, providanswers to the questions; It does,

t.

3
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however, assistin d'ntifying major issues of principle and, seeing

them in the broade ontext of corresponding issues Alsed'in other

.practical enterpr

Second, th ange of persons Pharacteristically'engaged in %

.

curriculum disu e is unusually broad. Since thalanning of curricula

is such a compl x process, it .4.s not surprising that practitioners

argue over th= many technical problems inVlved. Issues such 4s .

the reading evel required by students to understand a particular

0

textbook, t e most appropriate age for students to begin learning a

second lan uage if they axe to become bilingual, ways of motivating

adoiescen s, are among the commonplace ones for professional educators:

to deba But if curriculum dispute arose purely from such
4

technical problems, then experts woad be the only persons to engage'

in The problems of computer design, for example, are no
I

More

comp ex then those of ,curriculum planning;,yet the disoussi& df them

is argely confingd to those practitioners having expertise In that\,' '

eld. There is no elaborate political superstructure such as ekists-

n education to ensure that members of the wider public are ab e to

participate. The ey difference, of course, is that the ptoblem8 of-

curriculum are not merely technical ones; they.involvrchoices among
..... - .- .

.

-
.-

deeply rooted value's. Furthermore, the consequences of these choices

affect every child exposed to the resuiting'curriculuM. Thtsvit is no.

\ -

. .

surprise that the layman insists on expresSing his view oh many of the
0

issues at stake, and the channels for,this participation are deliberately

made available:to hiM: his elected representatives, his locanewspap*ts,

parent-teacher associations, and so on. The-disputes of'.the curriculum

'4
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enterprise are thereffie both technical ana political, and-this

combination adds another dimension to the complexity of the field.

Disputes in curriculum are not only interlocked in a complex

network and engaged in by both expkerts and lay per8ons; they seem to

be timeless in their relevance. It is posible to,tAce through the

history of other fields the recognition and subsequent elimination of

one or"another ground for dispute in that field. In medicine,.for

example, the work of)Koch and Pasteur in recogniziw,thArelationship

II

.

betTn,the incidenCe of certain diseases and the presence of

correspOnding bacteria paved the way for the virtually total

eradication of those diseases. The disputes over the origin and

cure of the diseases were therefore at an end. Similar coounts may,

be\discovered in othe, ractical fields; not so, it would appear, in

curriculum: Here, the disputes that concerned Aristotle and his

contemporaries are still strikingly topical today.

Such an observation as this is, of courSe, open to a variety of-

alternative interpretations. One is that curriculum practitioners are
.

none too intelligent or diligent, and that. the field, in consequence,

is inadequate for dealing with its problems. Some of the literature

of the curriculum field itself would suggest there are practitioners

who would take suc a view of themselves. Another interpretation is

that curriculum p actitioners know what they-should do, that knowledge,

adequate for dealing' with the prOblemsdOes indeed exist, but that the:

slothor stubbcfgess of the educators prevgnts significant change
'

. . .
.

. -

from taking place. One senses that, fom. time to time, such a view ..iP

.

, .

.

- -
.

.

popular among members of the general public. The third and in my .-_-

I

444
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view, preferred interpretation of the enduring quality of curriculum

dfspute is that, ultimately, the questions involved may not have

answers in afly usual sense of that term,' The dilemma-that'remaing

is that even if answers do not exist, eduCation'must go on.. Curriculum

I°
disputes mugt be resolved in practice, even if the questions giving

rise to the disputes' never recefive definitive anArs. This,third

characteristic of curriculum dispute thUs imposes a peculiar pressure

on the persons.involved defensible ,resolution is demanded daily; yet

the final answer, seems as\far ,sway as ever. ,A field that can work

with that'pressure'is not tellectually week-kneed or lazy; it is

'Struggling against extraordin y obstacles.

This-has not teen an Attemp to analyse exhaustively all the
z

*characteristics of curriculAdispu e. Howevr, consideration of

thkse three alone suggests that, unde ying of the dispdte that
y

takes pl e in the field, there is aifundemliitally intractable

problem. In ordero clarify this pr blem4brther, it is helpful to
.,. ! .

reflect briefly on the role of curr*culumiitheory"in the operation of
-0- . . , i

1
1

the field.

In a functional analysis of what as traditionally passed for

curriculum theory, Macdonald (7,971) as identified three groups of
0

curriculum theorizers. "By f he largest group," he writes, Ides

theory, as a gulding,fremewo for applied curriculum development and

,

. research" jp.'196). Suc prescriptive or normative' function of
.

.

curriculum theory is =cho-d by Hirst (1963-64), who contrasts this
1 . ,

I

usage with)hat found in,thefield of science:,
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. . t4e theories Of scienc and the theories of
practical activities' are ra ically different in
character because they perform quite diffepnt
functions, they are coOstructed to do different jobs.
In the case of the empirical sciences, a theory
a body of statements thathave been subjected to
empirical tests and which'express'our understanding

-of certain aspects of the physical world.-- SUc4

tested theories are the objects, the end prlbducts
of scientific investigation, they are the conclusions
-bf the pursuit of knowledge. Where, however, a
practical activ'ty li e education is concerned,.,
the place of.th ry i totally different. It. is not

. the end,proddct f the pursuit, but rather is
constructed to determine and guide the activity..
The function of the theory is to determine precisely

,what shall and what shall not be done,' say, in
education. [pp. 59-60] 4

.

If curriculum theories provide "frameworks" for guiding practitioners,
4

14

for deterMinitg"'"what shall be done," then they must attend to the

problems of conce lt:td the practitioners of the field. At the,very

least, they must provide gdidance concerning how to degl with those

problems. Theories, then, in practical areas such a's *Irriculum are

procedural rather than substantive. They have to do with Problems' of 4g°

design and'-construction rather than directly with thetcontent. They

prescribe ways of usingknowledgel -knowledge, thatis, about children,

about society, about knowledge itself, and 'so on-rrither than
, .

contribute to such knowledge dirctly. 1.

; The problem of how we use knowledge in then prescription of practical
-IF

_ activities is crucial to curriculum, as it is to other practical fields.,N
r

:Maegdestion,may be phrased more specifically as follows What iathe

,

I

relationship between man's accumulated kfiowledge'and the turr cula.to

which he'exposes his,children? Such a questiolthas significance, as we

r.
have seen, forth practitioner and. theorist. On the one hand, 'it 'I
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underlies practitioners' desire to know "on whiCh principle to proceed."

0n ie other, it central in theorists' attempts "to establitH 4,bOdy
' 4

df coherent, generalizable, yet usable knowledge for the enteraise.4

It thus pervades every aspect of the curriculum enterprise; it gives

rise to dispute.bY'all who are involved; and it is enduring in 'Its
, A4'

relevance. It would appear to qualify as one of the,Central issues

of the field, if -not the centrale.2

The task Of this paper is to take a 'fresh look at the problem and

the range of ways in which it his been addressed by curriculum theorists.

That it has given rise to dispute is evident from the riteratuze of
:

the field during recent years. Consider, for ex the'folloNing

two statementsd

The fief of cuiriculdn is moribund . . . ,[It) has\
reached unhappy state by inveterate, unexamined,
and mistaken reliance on theory. [Schwab 1970, p. 1]

Substantial improvemerj in educational practicesl.
.

[As] not-rkely to occur without a workable theory of
eddcati and without the new educational practices
that can derived from such.e:,'theory. This theory.
mu4 have at its center a model of human learning.
Novak 1977, p. 17]..

. -

These are but two of a Contintium of possible approaches to the resolution

of tZe central problem that has been identified, Both authors, as is

clpar from a close reading of Subsequent sections of their work, use

the berms "theory" and "model" to refer to the theories of psychology,

r"- sociology, and other sciences. The views'concerning the potential of

such knowledge to influence curriculum practice are thus strikingly
. 5

different. 'In the one case (Schwab), "theoretical constructions" area

held, to be "in the mainr_ill-fit d and ,inappropriate. to problems of
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actual teachin and learning" (p. 1). In the other*(Novk), it is

H. .

argued
.

that "theory development, experimentation, and'the development

of interpretive .rtodels are needed and can be valuable to the adVancement

of educational practice" (p.' 20). theorist and practitioner can

only respondi"on what principle shoud we proceed?"
,

4

II

THEORIES OF LAW

Curriculum is not the only enterprise faced with such a dilemma,

and the framework to be used inthis paper for analyzing the responses

of 'curriculum theorists is drawn Prom the fie4d of, law. Before
4

embarking on an'elaboration of the.framewoik itself, Ishall consider

briefly some of the issues of. recurrent interest to legal theorists.

This is intended to serve two purposes: to provide a conceptual context

for the development of theanalytic.framework; and also to justify the

use in a curriculum paper of an analogy with law.

Legal theory has long been preoccupied with the question, "W at

is law?" In his well-known book, The Concept of Law, H. L. A. Hart

(19.61) demonstrates that speculation about this quAstion bvermanY

years "has centred almost continuously upon a few principal issues"
1. . . ;

° . .

(p. 6). He goes on to detail the following three as being of central
' . ,'.

concern to legal theorists:

..
a

.

lf
How does law differ from and how is it related to orders
baCked by threats? How does legal obligation differ from,
and'Ilow is it related to, moral obligation? What are rules,

r and to what extent is law an affair of rules'? [, p.

.1
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ThAse questions are of substantive importance in later sections of

this paper. Fgr the present, however, it is interesting to note
4

.Hart's comment (p. T) that t eelusiveness of a formal, concise

definition of law is, in his v wa, a consequence of the wide* difference'

between; and the fundamental na ure of, these recurrent issues. 4

More importantly, I would a gue*that the recurrent issues ok

legal theory detailedhY Hart, taken together, represent'a problem

exactly parallel to the one identified here as centtal to curriculum
Aikrik

theory. The parallel emerges most learly if one considrs the question

raised by the second of Hart's trio oaf recurrent issues: 'the relation

Nte
of'legaiObligation tomoral sbliqation. This issue forms the basis

for the classic dispute between the traditions of natural laW'and legal

positivism, though Hart acknowledges that these terms have come to be

used trio represent a tangeot positions- concerning law and morals (p. 181).

. The fundamental assumption of natural lawis of a necessary connection
, '

. .
.

\
between valid,law_and moral principles (which are, ideally, determinable .

4

hby rational means).

%

-. 2. .

.....

This fundamental a8sumption is the very point at which the tfadition
a

/of natural law is most strgngly challenged., Legal'positivism, in

asertinq'the autonomy of 16, denies the necessity of this connection
- .

and emphasizes the political rather than the rational element
.

ih law-
,

making:, It rejects the notion that laws necessarilycairy moral
. /

obligation-for those subject to them, preferring (in its ciatsical form)
\..

the notion of law as a set of,"orders backed by threats," or,.in Hart's.

own formulation, as a system of "rules,". Man's reason is thus seen at

less significant in the making of tbe'law than his will; his knowled5e

v
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is subordinate to his dpres.. Thus in law, as in curriculum, the

problemof the use of knowledge in the prescription of practical

activities canbe seen.to be central.

'

There now follows'a section of the pdPer in which the traditions. ':

of natur4 law and legal positivism are discussed in some'detaib.
.

The result of suck a discussion is the iaentificItion of a set of

ten points over which they can be seen to take qUit'e didtinct positions.

These points are 'summarized on page 20, and the reader already -familiar

with these aspects of jurisprudence may:wish to pick up the argument

of the paper at that point. lk
.1

,Natural Law5

From the earliest days of western civilisation, men have believed that

nature including man himself) is governed by, laws. At the outset, no

clear distingtion was made between laws seen.to be operating in the

physical order and those affecting man's conduct. Ond'can understand,

therefore, how, from these roots, a sharp dliptinctiOn'betweent.What "is"distinction'

and what "Ought to be" did not emerge as important.. Thd,lack of

'significance of this distinction has been a hall -mark of,the natural

law tradition to the present.
46

,

,..._. \

One of the acknowledged fathers ofkthe 'natural law tradition is

Aristotle. Significantly, the source of.his view of, Man as a moral
. .

creature is, in part, The Physics, in which he outlines his'view of

,nature (includihg man) in dynamic ter Kinesis (tr. cbange and'

motion) is-defined by"him as the "fulfilfment of-what exists potentiallytL-

(201a,..10. Sian is seen as a goal-driented ,creature; "Intelligent

-

1

<21
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action is for the sake of an end" (199
a

, 12). The idea of man's being

oriented towardqoais implies a distinction between ends and means& a '

distinction which has been central to the natural law tradition ever
.

since.
,
ft strongly influenced the writings'of later exponents ofthe.

,

1

. tradition, particularly Aquinas.

If Aristotle 6.s seen as an origi n of the tradition, equally

important to its development were the,Stoic philosophers that fbllowed

him. Their contribution were the ideas bf the universality of human
.

1
.

r
.

nature (and therefore of,natural law) and of the necessary brotherhood
4

1 _ \
i ..

.

...

of man. From the,first-qf these ideas came- the distinction between-

local laws (of the city-state) and universal laws,'held to be valid

..
4

.0.

for all mankind. The-latter were regarded as the produats of reason

alone, and'therefore es superior otd loyal city laws. The id4a of "the

. 1

... ,- ,

universal law was,,, in.fact,'realised in concrete for in.the Roman
. .

'empire. Cicero clearly expresses thelpelief.'
.t -,

True law is right reason in agreeMent with Nature;, itis'of-'
universal application, unchanging and everlasting;' it summons
to duty by'itt commands,,andaverts front wrong -doing by its
prohibitions. 'And it does not lay itb commana or prohibitions
upon good men in vain, though neither have any effecton4the
wicked. It is a sin tO-try o alter this -law is it
allowable to` attempt toirepe41.iny,part of it; and it, is 4

iMPoegible to abolish it entirely. We cannot be freed from
', its obligationdloy Sen ,or People, and we need not look

outside ourselves for a expoufider or interpreter of it. 'And, '

6

there will no be different laws at Rome and at Athensc-or.
different laws now and in the future, but one eternal and ,

unchangeable law will be -valid for:all nations and for all
times, and th9e will be one master. and onehruler, that is, God; "
over us -all, for He is the author'of this law, its prdmul-.--
gator,and its enforcing judge. [De Republica, III, xxii,:331

This paragraph contains several of the features,of tt tradition thA
-

will be discussed later. At.this pOint,the emphasis on universality
,.

Of . .. * 4

and rationality can be,noted- These" were the heritage .of the Stoic
,

A
<4 4 ,

.
.

e .

..
' , a

NY

77'.A 'I

12

s.

1.
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philosophers and 'are still present in the. tradition to some degree.

Reference is alSO made in this paragraph to the divine "master and',

ruler" who authorizes the natural law. -Much isto be made of this by

, .

the positivists, centurids later. The second idea derived, from the

Stoics at of the brotherhodd of man and thus, by a 'small exten-

sidn, the idea.Jaf natural rights., Hinted at by the'talk of universality,

4
it is presented explicitly by Cicero elsewhere:

, . /

No single thing is so like another, So exactly
.

itsWunterpart,
as all of us are to one another. . . 7 And so, however we may
define man, a single definition will apply to us all.

-
.

[De Legibus, I, x; 29)

Thus the idea is set forth that, in avery fundamental sense, men are

to be regarded as equal in the eyes of the law. This idea has been

ok immense significance in the revolutionary ideals of the eighteenth

century, particularly in France and in-the United States of America.

For thg first co,terent statement of-the theory of natural law,
.13

as such, one must look to Thomas Aquinas. He.defined few as "ordin-

ances of reason for the comrgon good" (Goading 1975, p. 30). This

definition encapsulates several of the key features that havealready

been identified., It also.reemphasizes the cornerstone of thetradition:

,that the 'validity of laws is derived from their grounding'on reason.

.

This emphasis on the role of the intellect (as distinct from the will)
.

. .

m,I . is crucial to the appreciation of the distinction made here between the

traditions oil natural law and-legal positivism. Lawmaking, according

to the former, ,is a purposive activity in which laws are issued to

enable persons to attain desirable ends'

1

.

[ Two significant points follow from this conceptualization ofthe

lawmaking enterpiise. First, it is reasonable to expect local variations

in laws as they apply to varying social, economic, and historical cirCum-

A.-
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and regulation

surely vary as

.t
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I.

theory of natural law doe notsrescribe a rigid, mono- -

g)#
legal regulations to be applied in an invarian wet

if

e and place. It is the ends of mankind whigh are held

d this invariant; the lbcally agreed-upon policAes
A'

to assist in men's attainment of those ends will

the men themselves and their` circumstances vary. Such

A

reasoning is seen as being the bliqation'of.the lawmaker. But the

object of the 11,wthe ":common goad " - -is beyond argument:

The second point follows from the'first. Not only is reason

to be used in selecting the most appropriate means for the attainment
\

of the-ends; reason is also required in the common search for the

wre of the desirable ends for man. This claim is clearly more
.c.--

406k
...

controversial' the first, and it has undergone much modification
;--

\

and qualification over the years. Aquin6 developed the Aristotelian

notion of the "common good" by arguing the necessity of social

cooperation and thus (logically) for the seed for prohibitions against

murdier, theft.
l

, rape, Sand other "and-sociA1 acts!: He, unlike his

pre-Socratic forbears, aiSahguished betw en natural law, in the sense

k
used here, and laws of nature, of the type generated-byscientists in

,

geneializing from their observations. Heknsj.sted4tol4Ver, on a

-V

Close connection between natural lawwhat menOtt6ht",tOdo--and,human

,

nature--the way men are. It follows,oth0h, that One may better
f

41 determine what the content.ofrthe law Shluld be by developing os.
.

understanding of the nature pf man.

From Aquinas, the orthodox Catholic,theologiani the of

the tradition has been one of'increasing secularisation. Hugo Grotius
,

.
-..;

( a Dutchman of the early sewhteenth century and considered by many to
,

.

... %

be"the founder of modern natural law theory) Mate the . signifioant'

14

4 0

4.
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. statement that natur 1 law'would retain its validity ever}- God .did

not exis0d;Entreves 1970. p.i 13. This'statement, a remarkable Tie

ie .,.. -
, 1'

. for 1625, marked the beginning of the break in the hitherto. necessary .
.

ee

link between laic and\theology. It provided a Clear move away from

Tef
the clependence of natural law on divine'fiat.and towards a reliance

on man's intuitive reason. This move reached a climAx in statements

''such as the Declaration of Independence.'
,

We,hold these truths to be self-evident, that airmen are
created equalathat they are endowed, by the Creator if6th,
certain unalienable Rights, that'among these'are' Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of.Happinss.

The law that grew from. such words was a secular law, based on reason.

4
To be sure, the existence of God is not brought into question

,

Declaration, buts the "truths" are not handed down by Him; they are the .

4

product of man's unaided reason. The Declaration could survive the

"death Of'God." Indeed, some would say that it has already done-so.

From the pinnacle reached in the eighteenth century and

represented by the French and American revolutions, the tradition of
.

40"
natura111 has been in decline. the objection's raised by the legal .

positivists, (to be *examined here presently) proved to be-devastating

in their effects.. In,recent years, however, there has been a marked

t.
resurgence of interest and belief in the tradition. ,This has resulted,

in part, from the now demonstrated 'inadequacies of the positivist
s

-position, whichwill hecomclear in the following section..

-Modern natural fft theorists hold iariously to a broad range of

:

beliefs; d'Entreves, him natural law theorist has identified

three roups, each of-which can,only be briefly mentioned here. -The

first group calls itself ontological. It refuses the distinction
k7\

between,"is7' and "ought " -and claims that there is a flindmental

15
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"order of reality" in which,moral'right is grounded and from which laws

must deriye their validity. ft,Such a view has,been "apprOpriately described

A "neo-Thomist" (d'Entreves 1970,'p. 177). The second group is as modern

asthe first is ancient; it is called technological. This group maintains

that there are criteria by which valid lawcan both be determined and

evaluated. It thus emphasizes a "process" approach in which the proced-

ures including the criteria for evaluation are rationally determinab t

. . )

while th4' 'content or substance of the law may not be. The,third group,
..

. ,

d'Entre\ves calls deontological; it asserts "chat there are certain

,principles or values related to law, and that these principles are

relevant to its existence" (p. 178). this means that if a legal-System

can be said to exist at all, then it must embody a minimum content

:established by these prindiples.

We are now in a position to summarise the basic,principles of

the,natural law traditibn. It should be noted that the summary (see

Table 1 on page 20) includes statements that have, been shown here to be

associated with the tradition,at some time. It is not implied that

,every adherent of the traditiOn would have, accepted each and every

statement. Thd ten statements, taken together, are intended to be

a fair representatipn of the 'tradition, however.

Legal Positivism

The` beliefs associated with the natural law tradition, although
. '

popular in Europe and the U.S., were never entirely accepted in

England. ideas concerning the universal "rights ,of man", for example, 70

._had to a large extent alreWbeen'enshrined in English common law and

the need for a statement of such rights was never-seen as being necess-
40.

ary. It is therefore not surprising that'the challenge to naturaltlaw

6 .f



came from,England. Nor, given the intellectual climate of therlater"

.eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in England, urprising

that' the' forth that tnechallange took was a movement to pu law onto a

°thore empiri,l.basi It was part of a broader m ovement led by sucli,F:

men as John'14.8-oke-rdeiemy entham, and David Hume to reorient the

philosophy of the day to fit-with the flourishing new physicals4e ces.
.

.

--Hume's contribution to theissues,of concern Here was the
_ a 4

' . . . .
insistence on a clear die nction between normative propositionst such

/

as mbral injunctions!. and factual statementi, which were open' to
N

empirical verification. The formAr- he pointed out, Could not

/
logiCally IN deriveSfrom the latter; to do do was to commits' the

"naturalistic fallacy." Such a statement presented a clear and

challenge to the doctrines of the natural haw tradition, The gulf

that %began to open between them remained'a wide one for-,150 years, and

it is only recently isince the shortcomings of legal pQ tivism have

emerged--that the possibility of a reconciliation has ,p15ear osSible.

The first clear staqment of the 7egal,p9sitivist pOsiti.on was
4

written by John Austin, an English jurist, in 1832. He defined laws as

"commands of the sovereign," asdistinct from the natural law,

definition of "reasonable means for the attaPnment of desirable ends."

Several points,of interest follow froth such a redefinition. First,

lawmaking is seen less as a rational process and more as a willful or

voluntary one.6 Such a iriew is reminiscent of the'definition

(attributed to Justinian), which is encapsulated in the words: "Whet

.pleases the Prince has the force of law" (bolding 1975, p. 25)'. Second,

the authority of-the law is seen to derive, not from its reasonableness,
4.

but from its power to coerce. Yet another definition (also Austin's)

7
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spes laws as."orders backed by'threats." (For more discussion of this
. . ;,

view, see Hart 1962, pp. 18 - 25.) ,1

In denying,the tonnection between "is".and "ought" and between

the legal realm and the moral one, pOsitivists were obliged to
.

find answers to some of the questions ch the'natural law tradition

dealt with by blurring ese distinctions. Such questions include:
- 2

HOw.,oughone to make laws? \Is thez4 any necesiary'minimum-content to

01ayr? What kinds of criteria exist fdr the evaluation of the law?

What factors can properly influence laws and lawmaking?. Is there such

a thing, as moral knowledge? What view of rAn is implied by the

poitivist position? In addressing such questions as these from the %

perspecre of the legali5osi.4i*ist tradition- as it has alipeared

over the last two hundred years, we can complete a set of statements

which can represent the traditioh,:as we have done foi the natural law

tradiion. Accordingly, the following discussion of legal positivism

concentrates less on a syste tic study of the tradition.as it has

unfolded in the writings of its proponents, and more on the wayS in

.which the tradition as a whole responds to the natural law tradition,
.

asthat is represented here. The exposition thus concentrates on areas

of conceptual conflict.

. The issue of the existence of moral knowledge7-can one know what

is right?--lies at the heart of the division between'the two traditions. '

.

As w'have)seen,'proponents of natural law have affirmed, though in '

differing ways, their belief in the existence of moral knowledge. One

can, at least in principle,' know what is right. The positivists, by

.'

contrast, deny such a possibility, though again the denial takes various

forms. In one extreme form of the tradition, the labels "right" and

"Wrong".are dismissed as'mere:expressions of emotion. A. J. Ayer, one

18--
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) who holds such a view, writes: "in sa ying that a certain type of action

is right or wrong, I am not making any factual statement,, not even a

O

statement about, my own state of.Mind. I am merely expressing certain

moral sentiments" (Ayr 1952, p. 107). Other, softer,,forms ofRositivism,

while not expliO.tly denying the exIstenceof good ana evil, state that
. V- . .

2. man cannot know what is right. For our. purposes:both come to the same
-. ,, , .

.

thing; both regakd.,theenterprise of_lawmaking
t

'in the,same way. If

/ moral truth dOes not exist or is unknowable, then lawmaking cannot

N.
consist of discovering.what is right fo man, nor Of rationally

determining laws. The process,must, rather, be viewed as the exercise'

of the will, of the-sovereign, or, in a'democracy,' of, the.people. This.

view is still valid when that will is embodied in and,represented by

a conitituteld legislative body.. '

/ .

A number of consequences_flow from this view; these establish

the key differences between legal,positivism and the theory of natUral

law. If lawmaking is seen as the, exercise of the sovereign's will, then

it follows that such a will will be exercised differently by different

sovereigns and differently by the same sovereign at different times.
cl . .

There is no reason to Axpece any part icular uniformity of law to exist,

from jurisdictidn to jurisdiction, nor in any given jurisdiction from

age to age. What a pqticular sovereign (or legislature) determines

is right for, that stateat that time, is, by de finition, right. Right-

ness is therefore a relative quality. 'Laws apply to particular
4

circumstances, and therefore, as circumstances (such as the political

climate) change, so will also the laws. There is no necessary minimum

content..

Ih-'this view, man is seen, not so much as a rational creature

), st,iving toward desirable goals but as a willful one making choices On
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t.,

the basis of whatever values he happlis to.hold. Values, to the

'.0sitivist, are not in themselves goodor bad.e The,term is a degcrip-

tive one, which is useful in explaining human actions. Differe4 actions

can be explained in'terms,of the different values held by the aotore

involved, Ih this way, ip moral judgement is suggested. :Ttie "rightness"

of a choice or decision is-either a "non- issue" or else is calculated

on.the basis of some.empirical criterion.

As has been seek, the legal positivist cannot evaluate laws by
r

the use of moral criteria, as would the na ral law theorilt. .Law is,

to the positivist, g "cibsed logical system" d purelyjgal,.qcriteria

must be employed for the evaluation stlaws. Such triteria m ght include

tOr example: the degree which the law represents the consensus view

o4 the people to whom, it applies; whether the persons enacting the

law were legally competent to do so; "whether, in'practice, theJaw is

"effective"--do people obey it?--and so o These criteria are

,int nal to the legal process itself;n ig er " criteria are required.

The principles that have been shown t. characterize the traditioh$

.
.

of natdral \law and lega1:arsitivism and oVer which they diffe are Tic*

summarized in Table 1 (see p. 20). In presenting such ,a summary; some
-

important qualifications should be stressed. First, this has not teen

an attempt to analyze:exhaustively all the vi of all legal theorists

.
..

with respect to the issue of law and morality, but only those that are

regarded by jurists to represent the main historical traditions of,

jurisprudence. Second, this has\been an'analysis of these traditions
. ,/ 7

simply as they concern the one issue, albeit a central mt. Third and

. .
, 4

,
most iMportanti this has been an attempt to relate the ideas

represented by the"two traditions) not,to categorize their authors.' In
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T-bile 1 /Points of,Difference,Between Traditions in Law

Natural Law Legal Positivism
J

1. There .is a necessary connection
( 'between law and morality.'

2. The distinction between what I's
and what Ought to be is highly',
overrates} ,in importance.

3,N\There is an intuitively kr-}ow-

able moral truth.

4. Means and ends' are distinct and
must be attended to separately.

5. Natural law is universally
applicable.

6. Lawmaking,is,an acct "of the mind
rather tIllnthe will.

7. The authority of the lawderives
from its reasonableness.

8. The law should change in the
light of new knowledge.

9; There are rational criteria for
the evaluation of laws.

10. The existence of a legal system
.4, requires a certain minimum

content. '

.There is no necessary connection
between law.and morality.

The logical-distinction between
what is and what ought o be is

an important-A:41d.

',Thgre is no (knowable) moral.
trt3th.

Means, add:ends are mutually
determining and must therefore
be attended to together.

I>. .

Laws are applicable only to
sp6cific situations. ,.

Lawmaking is an act of the wil).
-rather than the mind.

lkire authority of the law derives

froM its power to coerce.

The law shOuld;change in the
light :of new'clesir,es.

There are no extra..71egal criteri

for the evaluatiton'oftlavis.

There is no necessary minimum
contpt of a 144a1 system.

4.

the ocure Of analysis, two positions only 'have been ,sketched from

truM of possible'ones concerning the issue in qUestion. Theiet
. ,

. .

, . It.
can, however, orient the reader totthe conceptual differences* inv)

.
.

t

the field of jurisprudence. It will be argued, in the remaining po
.

of 4his paper, that a Pa3s1111e1 spectrum of positions can be seen to

in.the field of curriCuluM theory. 4

'21
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III

CONCEPTION'S OF CURRICULUMD6.7EBOPMENT
Y

.

.It is the central claim (4,this paper that thecontrast seen to. exisi

in law--between natural law ,and legal viSM--can.provide a

conceptual basis for interpreting the source of many of 'the disputes

in the field of curriculuk theory. The,same gua4fications apply
,_.-

. , .
..,

here as have just been madq, concerning e analysis of theories of law;
.

it .
.4 5'.*

they need not therefore be repeated. 'Furthermore,_theiabels (adapted
,

- from law)) "naturalistic" and'Positivistic" hale the potential to be Ws-

leading.
7
_Reference will therefore be made tb two ways'in which the _

.
.

6 . O
..

process of, curriculum developmerit4ay be conceived, as a rational

-
-
process and as a political process. g.t )1.g intendedthat °these two

...

, .
.

.

,

conceptions be regarded as conceptually parallel mto the two traditions
. -'.- .

o

of, legal-theory that have been disf iced.

.

Curriculum Development: A Rational Ejixocess ,

. ,
Theilorocess of curriculum development ;is conceived in mole or 'less

0 i
. / ---

. - osze

P / . 4

rational terms by the majority of Writers on'this,SubjectThis is
'4".

,.

/

hardly surprising whenc7 considers thezdsitions,ankbaCkgrounds of

most curriculumcurriculum theorists.' ,
i'Theorists in cUrriculurri typically'hold

.

academic posts at universities, haVe been schOoked,in the natural and'
-

.

.social sciences, and are rooted in anAmerican culturt; lehich had,

until very recently, placed an altdost unbounded faith in the Potential
- :

of science and techn*Dgy' to'solve":the.prOLms of Mari
..,,t. .

:

1 t
The early,: impact that this faithpin science had on the field of

.,---

curriculum has been subjected to a timely and ,critical review by 141 .

c-,
.

4

aecker Walker (197,5). He describes how it found its:origin.in the work

O

4e
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of men such as Bobbitt,Charters, and other leaders of the field sane

sixty years ago. .Their hope, articulated in the pages,of the Twenty -
a 'r

Yearbook 6A1he'National Society6or the Study of Education (1926)',

was. to see the practice'of curriculum-making placed on a more scientific

basis. They exhorted'the " 'scientifid study of the child' for the "

purpose of discovering, inventing, or Choosing among educational aims

and practices" (Walker975, p. 11). Thus science was intended to

facilitate and justify the'-making of curricula.' It was also expected

to provide the m ans for eve. uation'. In Walker's words again,.."No

Ratter how exci ing or innovative a curriculum might be, or who

to ifi d ts worth, its true value could be determined only by

scientific measurement of its result'" (p. 11), Thus the field. of

curriculum theory (as an independent enterprise) was born in a spirit

of unbridled optimism. .Knowledge could and should be applied to the
,..,

problems of school curricula.

.

. / The spirit of optimism never entirely died; it has certainil,
,

.

become evident again'in recent years. In reviewing the progress of .'

rriculum theory over the past thirty years, Kliebard haS described
A L

he 1947 conference; "Toward Improyed Curriculum Theory," (Herrick and

.
\Tyler 1,950), as a "milestone" which marked the "identification and

.

1,1itimation of an entity called curriculum thebry" (Kliebard 1977,
,

0. 259). One might add, as a part of that milestone; the publicatidil,

A . .-

,
fin 1949, of Tyler's monograph,wBasic Principles Curiiculum'and

. f , ,,
.

Instruction; its influence has pro8'ably been even more widespread

than the conference itself. In this "rationale" for curriculum

development, Tyler nails do'/n two of the most important plapks in

the platform oftthe rational conception of curriculum development.

These are: (1) that curricula in schools ought,to be developed in

23
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a systematic way, i.

and'ehen proceeding

.

- 23 -

,--

e.;^by: first ,identifyinglheends-to be attained,

to select the most appropriate means for the

attainment of the ends; and (2) that the selection .of ends or objectives

it improved, even.validated, by using knolkledge about learners and

le

V

ning, about the ipcial milieu, and about the nature of the "subject

matter of schooling.

These two principles, the one procedural and the other subptantive,

. not only correspond closely to the principles long espoused by the

r

adherents of natural law (see ;oble 1); they have aTbo dominated the

ngevelopment of curriculum theory in the past thirty. years.

As One might expect, there have been disagreements among theorists

..in curriculum, both on procedural and substantive isspes. Some authors.
C.

have proposed variations from the series of questions suggested by
e t

Tyler (1949, p. 11. LeithwoodAt.,,a1.(1970, for example, prefers a model

involving eleven stages, while Novak (1977) promotes the use of a model
4

by Johnson (1967). for the the development of a."structured series of

intended learning outcomes."9.., Furthermore, the intensity with which an

individual view has been argued "has been variable. Some, including

Tyler, have been careful to remind their readers'to relate what is being.'

advocated to

conditions,.

the conventional wisdom of the school concerning local

Fgr example; on the question of the sequence of the

steps in his model, Tyler concludes: The concern of the staff, the

problems already identified, the available data are all factors to

consider in deciding on the initial point of attack" 65: 12Eq. This,

4 moderate, view may be compared to the more strident, tone of Mager

1962), who writes: "I" cannot emihasize too strongly the point that

an instructor will function in a fog of hts'owh making until he knOws

just what he wants his studen

0

N.

to be able to dp at the end of the

24
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J.

instruction'. (p.13). Details of the procedures are thus matters for

debate -- precisely, what questions. to ask; what'is the best sequence; how

impprtant are the procedures themdelves-b t all this, the principle

that curriculum developmen.is, ideally, a systematiC en;erprise is

not an issue.'.

N .

The substance of the turriculum, as might be expected, provides

an even Fier source of dispute aiimathose concerned for the curricula

of schools. There is not spacehere to review all the substantive'

proposals for;curriculum change;mgued for over the years. Eisner and

Vallarfce (1974) provide an excellenf-t-ampling of the range that exists.

Four of their "conflicting conceptions" are substantive in nature (the

fifth--turriculum as techndq.ogy--appears to,be_Aore procedural). The

four substantive conceptions all demonstrate the typical ratimetal

4 ,

argum4nt for a particular curriculum empha'sis. Thus we tau find that
tt.

studies of learners, from the perspective of the cognitille psycholpgist,

. are used to support an :argument for "curriculum as the devJlopment

of Cognitive processes," while studies in episteMology and 'the phabsoph-,

ic'al analysis of the disCiplines are used to promote "curriculuin.as:-
2

academic rationalism," ,

author is, as we say, a moral one. He is, in Peters's (1959)'terms, an

',authority, as diStinct from those who are set in authority (Such as

aschool superintendent, The theorist rests his case on his ability

In all cases of such curriculum argument, the authority of the

to convince the practitioner rationally, rather than on-any power

to coerce derived from a position6 he holds: (Few academics, it deems,

. '."

eyen'aspire)o such positibns, in any case.) The case itself is

characteristically made that schools should do X (some activity) because."

it will enable the student to.attain Y (some objective.) which, in turn,

25 i
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is desi5ble because i1 can lead to Z (some component of an ideal of
.

the ucated man). Once- practitioners accept such a Siece of reasoning,
4'4*

most.of pressing questions of the curriculum `either disappear, or else

theipard reduced to questions of a technical nature)whichare amenable

or
(at deast,?in principle) to solutions from educational iesearch. ChoiCe

among activities, for example, 'is reduced to a questionorwhich is the

most "effective ". The eva ati41of both students and curriculum is a

technical problem requiring'bxpertise in measurement alone, and so on.

Such a straightforward,approachto the solution of the problems of

school curricula is, without doubt, the ideal of many'of the theorists.

.

of the curriculum field. A. is ironic to note that, were the ideitto

be realised in practice, the theorist would see the.distinction
,

.

A A.,

/
between his moral authority anethe legal authority melt away.: The

.,. ,.

responsibility for practice could be a two-edged sword..

Curriculums Development: 'A Political.:Vrocesb-

The collpRsibg of the concepts of moral and legal authority is anathema

to the legal- plpitivist. No le sS abhorrent to the curriculum practit-
o

ioner is the prospect of a 'rational curriculum theprist being appointed
4 X .

to a poeition of responsibility in hii jurisdiction. This isnothing

new for educatvst practitioners'.mistrust, bf theorists is legendary aR3

4116in' many cases justified. 10 ft is only«recently, howeverAmat'an,alter-
-%

. . . .
,_-

native conception of curriculum development, well grounded in both theory
\

''. , -
,

and practice: to emerge which can providea cOnv,j,ncing
. .

.

.1

explanation for such mistru

This alternative, called he the political Obnception, bears,the'I
same relatfonship.to the rat ,offal conception as dogs legal positivism to

map

natural law, Its origins ard-cordparable to 'those df legal positivism,*

. "
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in that both arose out of concerns for the states of the respectiveI

fields as they embodied the then current rational conceptions. Legal

positivism was characterised, earlier in this paper, by featuring those

points at which it is at variance with'natural law. It is not possible

here to survey systematically all the points of difference between die

rational and the political conceptions of curriculums development. Four

problem areas, with which the rational conception is unable to deal

adequately, must-therefore serve as the basis for 'an outline of the

alternative. These are as follows: (a) the problem of the "application"

of theoretical knowledge to practical situations; , (b),the,problem of

the resolution of value conflicts over aims; (c) the problem of the

accommodation of the concept of "influences on the curriculum"; (d) the

problem of the conceptualization of the proces,,sesf curriculum change

in practice.

A new conception of curriculum development requires a new set of

terms for its articulation, and Schwab'S'"language for curriculum"
awe

which he called "The Practical" serves such a purpose (Schwab 1970;

1971; 1973). One of'10.sprime concerns is the field's inappropriate

reliance on theory, particularly the theories of the:behavioral sciences.

He writes:
, o

Theory, by its very Character, does not and cannot take account
of all_ the matters which are crdCia.1, to questions.of'what, who,

and how'to teach; that is, theories- cannot be applied, as prin-

ciples, tothe solution ofproblems.concerning what to do with

or fcrreal individuals, small groups, or real institutions
located-in time and space-.-the subjects and clients of schoolin

, and schools. (19_70, pp. 1 - 2)

Rot only is theory inappropriate to the,real problems of curricul

ptactice, he continues, individual theories are often foupd to be °
I "

. -.
inadequate accounts of the phenomena they seek. to 'explain.,

.
. 1

.,

27 ....
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Given this a..diagnosis of the ills of the field, even the

improvement ry--the characteristib response bf the rqionalist--1

cAn.be seen be 'nadequate. Schwab therefore directs-the field to
404

attend to "the ra tical, the quasi- practical, and the eclecticP (p. 2).

One consequence of
.,4

4.

the curriculum for

such a reorientation is-that the determination of ',..

1'

given school situation is seen idiS-ap:a',theoretidal
r ,' ...

, .

Ar
inquiry than a pra tical deliberation. Sucif deliberationwrites Schwab,

"must weigh altern t:iveS-and the costs and consequences gains one

Other, and choo not the'right alternative, for there is no u h
II 4-

thing, but the best one" (p. 36). This its language radically at dds
I

with that of the

arena, of the ash of personalities and of values, of the setting

polo.icies, and Of the pressure of,influences. It is, Schwab cla

a language for curricultim.

rational conception. It is the language of the political
o

of

Schwab's langukge is rooted'in Aristotle, and it is to Aristotle

.

that one must look to see the clear identification of curriculum a
.

political elpierfrise. . He describes politics, as "the master at . J.

4k, for it is this that ordains which of the sciences should be studi d in

a stkte,and which each class of citizens should learn and 'up torzhat

points they should learn them" (1094a, 28 - 1094b, 3). It id?int resting,

also, to note that the words with which this paper begins are frOm.The

Politics. Curriculum is regarded y Aristbtle, it would appear,, as

the paradigmatic case of a political enterprise.

o

Such a conception is entirely consistent with modern ideas about . r

-.../

/ politics. David Easton's 1953) defihltion of Politics is requently
/ .

cited today by political scientist ; he calls it "the auth itative

allocation of valued for a society. The need to allocate values

28
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authoritatively in curriculum..is evident, as Kirst and Walker (19711

point out in a review of curriculum policy- making. They point to the

inadequate way inoighich the traditional (rational) conception treats

t
the conflicts among values in curriculum. "Professional educators,"

they observe, "treat conflict always as conflict among ideas, never as

conflict among individuals, interest groups, or factions within school

system bureaucracies" (p. 481) . In contrast, they describe the determin-
e . . .

G .. _

4,-- -
ation.of school curricula as essentially policy-making . processes.

Throughout curriculum policy-making, political conflict is
generated by tht existence of competing values concerning
the proper basis for deciding what to. teach. The local school
system and the other public agencies responsible for these
decisions must allocate these competing values in some way,
even though this means that some factions or interests win
and others lose on any given curricular issue. The inevit-
ability of conflicting demands, wants, and needs is respons-
ible for the necessarily political character_pf curriculum
policy -making,'a character which cannot be avoided even by
the adoptiollof some mathematical decision-proCedure. Some
legitimate authority must decide (and perhaps bargain and
compromise) among the conflicting policy viewpoints. [p. 4,80]

This theme is picked up and examined in a British context by

Jenkins and Shipman (1976). Of major importance to them', in their.

"introduction" to curriculum, is an understanding of the "forces that

influence the curriculum" (p. 39). These, again, are concepts that'

belong to apolitical conception ofPburriculum development rather than

to a rational one. Though curriculum writers have noted the existence

of potential or actual pressure groups, such as'parents' associations,

their role has been characteristically-understated,or vaguely expressed.

4, s .

The reason, as kist and Walker point out, is that the conceptual

.

frame of the rationalist ,can only perceive conflict at the level of .

/\--

principle. "Influences"'must then be treated as "-aberrations rather

than normal and necessaty,z ifangt altd4ether desirable,,,aspects of

pudic policy-making" (p. 482).

29 ;
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The political' conception of curriculurd development not only can

accommodate the "problems" ofiapplyin-vknowleage, resolving conflicts,

and living with influences;. it alsO provides a new framework with whiCh

to analyze the processes of. curriculum change as they take, place in -

practice. Such frameworks have been used relativay little as yet, but

a few examples stand out for the purpOses of illustration. Reid and

Walker (1975) provide a.collectiOn of.studies in which the demonstrably

political aspects of curriculum change are clear. Walker, himself, in an

',earlie2 study (1971b),.identifies tAree?elements of a curriculum planning

project: "its platform, the deliberations of its staff, and the curriculum

design it produces" (p. 11). Such elements as these are quite different

from those that one might look for, if one started with a model derived

. ,

. ,

from a rational conception of,the.process. Thus the political conception
. .

o . . . ,

affords an improved basis for the conceptualization of the practice of

curriculum development.

Throligh\this selection from among the critiques of the rational

conception of curriculum development, a somewhat crude sketch hap been

outlined of the political conception. The sketch'is crude too because

4the conception itself is as yet only partially developed, as compared to

the rational conception. Schwab's work is. still the theoretical state-
.

ment to which the conception kooks for its inspire further elaborati8nion,

is continuing. The brief treatments given to both conceptions here has

req4ired the oversimplification of the 4iews of many and the total omission.

.

Ofmany.more. The purpose of .the paper will have been served, hOwever,

if the, conceptual bast's for the wide gulf in curriculum. theory is made

clear.

er
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What, then, can curriculum theorizers learn as a result of thiSre-,view.

of their field? Conclusions must,of necessity, be'modest; this'paper

s, in some ways a beginning. The principalpal task of the hastheen

the articulation of a problem and the demonstration of its central

importance to the field. The reader must be the judge of the success

-
of this attempt. But in one sense, therefbre, the paper must end by

affirming the question posed tentatively earlier: What is the relation-.
____

bL ,.,
.

ship between the accumulated knowledge of man and the curricula to

which he exposes his children? The task of curriculum theory must-be

to coistantly focus on that question.

Perhaps one can go a little further than.thi4 and suggest some '

criteria which future curriculum theories must meet if they are to

advance ourlpowledge and practice.- Kliebard (1977) provides a

helpful, metaphor here.

Ultimately, a curriculum theory provides, us with 'a lens
thrOugh which we-can view the problems we-must face in
Curriculum development., If it is a poor lens,, it will
obscure more than it clarifies; or, it may magnify and ,

j. thereby exaggerate'certain features of_our problem and
throw others' out of focus. But if-it is a good theory,
it will disclose much more,of what is vital to curric--

, ulum than what is visible to the naked eye. -fp. 268]

What of the sets of 2enses reviewed in this paper? What possible

defects are contained in them that can distort,our view, and'what

can we,learn about the construction of better ones?

The history pf the theordieS of law can again be of value in

revealing sdme of the potential waeknesses of the two conceptions of
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curriculum development. Consider, first, the theory of natural law

and its counterpart, the rational conception of curriculum devA,opment.

The inadequacies, of.both have been incisively4emonstrated by the

critical challenges of legal positivism apri440* political conception

of curriculum development respectively.' The form that those challanges

have taken has already been outlined nand need not be repeated here.

What is of significance, howevp,r, is the effects that the challenges
.

'have had On the respective theories.

) In law, one ofAthe effects of the tradition of legal positivism

has been the reexamination of the bases,of.the theory of natural law.

This reexamination has resulted in the emergence,'as nOted *earlier, of

at ldast three distin,Gt groups of modern natural-law theorists, whose

views have tak5tec ount (though in different ways) of the critiques of

the past° twohundied years,

The curriculum field has yet to witness such [a reformulation of

its rational conception. Maybe, it has yet to recognize the challenge._

. A

For. the presents, practitioners, whose instinctAir approach to curriculum
. '.-

-

development'is a rational bye, must look to those sophisticated theories,

:A' .

'which, recogniing the magnitude of-the problem, avoid the temptation to

'

,ININ''.:,

provide simplistic answers. -Such theories are all too few. Kliebard' ---..r:,,

commends to our attention Dewey's thdbry of curriculuth as tine which "does

provide us with a central principle [whichraddresSes itself to the

'question of what we ought to do when we teach children and youth", (1977,

p. 267). For the future, if theories in this rational tradition are to

. 1900

APc

command credibility among practitiongrs, they cannot be formulated as

,

. though the Political conception had never been articulated. ,

32
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Faith_in legal positivism grew with the fise in prestic of the

empirical sciences. However, the tradition hasatse weaknesses too, as

the states of the law in Nazi Germany and' in South Africa have recently

'demonstrated. if lawsare to be understood as "orders backed by threats"

and their validity determined primarily byslihether they issued--from a

properly constituted government, then there exists no basis in law for

the claim that conduct in either of the countries mentioned was or is

improper. Yet many in the civiliS.ed world. feel a deep revulsion against
,

the laws of either or both of these countries. But, in law, only the

tradition of natural 4w affords a platform from which to pass a moral

co t'on on such laws. Recognition of this inherent relativism

has resulted in a more sceptical acceptance of the thebry of legal-

positivism and a growing awareness of its limitations as a completely

adequate theory of law.

The same limitations are present in a political conception of

curriculum developMent: Lindblom (1959), inwriting about ppolicy

formation .in complex organizations, illustrates the point only too
-

clearly.' He advocates a model for policy formulation which be calls

the "method of successive limited comparisons," which, althou h

different frOm Schwab'sdeliberation'in some-reapect, is oflhe'same

(political) genus. .As a part of his-account of the method, Lindblom

()alines his "test of a 'good' policy" as follows.

Agreement o Policy thus becomes the only practicable test
of the policy's correctness. And for one administrator to
seek to win the other over to agreement on endS as well
would accomplish nothing and create quite unnecessary cont-,
.roversy. I p. sza

4 ,

-I suspect that even the most cynical of curriculum practitionerswould
,.

insist that:a higher standard than this mereconsensus should apply to

33,
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curriculum'decisions. After all, one migh easily achieve a.tonsensus

of ,fools ove--ra curriculum; 'but would that the represent a legitimate

curriculum?

A curriculum theory - derived from the pSlitical\c

more ignore tic rational element in curriculum deyelopm

nttion can no

an can 'nne

from the rational' conception ignore the political element. In the past,

the, major advances" to curricUlum theory have appeared when an individual

has deliberately faced this tension and has thought through it. From the
. .

rational side, Dewey addressed. these issues; falli the political side,

Schwab, has now don4c-so. For,the future, nothing lesS than a coming to
.1(

. terms with this_tension between rational and political elements in

curriculum will suffice.

This final section of the paper is en

works of literature, conflicts are resolved

sense, this paper concludes by refusing th

titled "Resolution." In some

at thecf5olusion. In" this

spossibility of such a

resolution. The practitioners and theists of curriculum must continue

to live with and reflect on the conflict that is of the esenCe of the

field. In another sense, however, "resolution" Means the stiffening of

one's sense of purpose. It is in this sense, that the field is urged to

resolve itself to be modest in its claims for the'iensea it presently

has, and bold in its efforts 'to construct better ones.

es
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Notes

1. It should be clear that I am here making a distinction between
theories' of curriculum ( such

,as Tyler's) and theories from other
fields -(such:as.theortes of learning). There is'sa sense, of course,
in which all theories make a contribution to knowledge. The point
is that curriculum theoriesake a distinct contribution from those
of other, fields. ,

Z. In a recent review; Short (1973) has described'the field of
."Knowledge production and utilization" as "a new realm of inquiry
having significance for ., : . education" (p..237). Significant; it
may be, but it is hardly new. f

t

40 -
z \

3. The use of citations from authors'both\in law and in curriculum
-is carried 'out for the purpose of contrasting the ideas represcrited,'
not of categorizing the authors. Thus the purpose of'these two
quotations is to exemplify the point being made, nottito imply that
Schwab and Novak are, in any sense, adversaries personally. ""

4. It is interesting to speculaterthat the preciccupation,of many
curriculum theorists with the parallel questions "What is curriculuM?" ,

might be th result of comparable underlying concerns.
.i.

4

5.. Thid discussion draws extens ely on the following sources:
d'EntrIves (1970); Golding (19 Y; Hart (1961); and Lloyd .(1964);
Specific references to, these is is only provided for direct
quotations.

6. The meaning of "th of th se words has changed in recent years.
They are4 sed here in he olde sense having to do w&th "acts of wil1."

7 The term "naturalistic" has a ady been use in the cur, culum
literature by Walker (1971a) who gmpl ed it'in a .entirelydifferent

c1/4

waY from that used here. "Positivistic is equally open to .,misconstruction.
,

8. By way of comparison, it is interesting' o note the relatively
. small amount of "curriculum theory" emanatin from the OK.

.
.

.../r

9. dovak's-use of Johnson's model is'problematic in itself. Johnson
claimed that, as a theorist, he,is trying to "increase understanding
of curricular phenomena" rather than "improving school programs" (19r,,
p. 127).. It would'appear that Novak is using itfor the' latter,purpose.

. - ---

, '10. Connelly and Roberts (1976),' in documenting the attempt of a
university curriculum department to come to grips with thiS problem;
call,it one of "Pract:tcal credibility." I.

.
,

ft'

C
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